(Registration Form revised 4/14)

2014-201 UNIFORM AGREEMENT
Deamude Adventist Christian School
General Principle: Clothing should be decent, modest, clean, appropriate, comfortable, fit properly (not oversized or too tight), worn
appropriately, hemmed, and free from holes, patches, or frays. No denim, stretch, sweat, or wide leg is allowed.
Pants, shorts and capris
Color: Navy blue and khaki-tan. Solid colors only.
Type: Cotton, and cotton blends only. Uniform or dress style only.
Length: 2 inches up from knee (for shorts); no pant legs dragging on the ground.
Other: No suspenders or overalls allowed. If wearing a belt, it must be worn with belt loops. No hanging ends over 2 inches.
Shorts and capris can be worn only during first and fourth quarters of the school year. Capris must not be too form-fitting.
Skirts and skorts
Color: Navy blue and khaki-tan. Solid colors only.
Type: Cotton, cotton blends, and wools.
Length: Top of knee or below both when seated and standing.
Other: Shorts, opaque tights or compression shorts must be worn under skirts for modesty.
Jumpers and dresses
Color: Navy blue and khaki-tan. Solid colors only.
Type: Cotton, cotton blends, and wools.
Length: Top of knee or below both when seated and standing.
Other: Jumpers must be worn with shirt, blouse, or turtleneck as outlined below. Shorts, opaque tights or compression shorts must be
worn under jumpers and dresses for modesty.
Gym Wear
Gym shorts may be worn to P.E. in the 1 st and 4th quarters. Gym pants or sweats may be worn to P.E. in the 2 nd and 3rd quarters.
Shirts and blouses
Color: Navy blue, light blue and white. Solid colors only. No design or logo.
Type: Cotton and cotton blends only. Polo or oxford (must have buttons). Collar required.
Other: Must be buttoned no lower than second button. Shirts should also be long enough so that a student can raise his/her arms and not
reveal any skin.
Turtlenecks
Color: Navy blue, light blue and white. Solid colors only.
Layered undershirts
Color: Navy blue, light blue and white. Solid colors only. No design or logo.
Type: Cotton and cotton blends only.
Sweaters and vests
Color: Navy blue, light blue and white. Solid colors only. No design or logo.
Style: Knitted pullover or cardigan with zipper or buttons. (Sweatshirts: with Deamude logo only.)
Other: Must be worn with uniform shirt, blouse, or turtleneck.
Casual Fridays
On Fridays (that are not field trip days or other special Fridays designated by teachers) students will be allowed to wear shirts or
sweatshirts that have the Deamude Adventist Christian School logo or name on it. Uniform pants must also be worn. All other dress
code rules apply. Any student with more than one citation for dress code violation or at a teacher’s discretion may lose this privilege.
Shoes and socks
Shoes must be in good repair. Oxford or tennis-type shoes only. (This means closed-toe, no high heels, etc.) Tennis-type shoes should
be available for use on the playground. Shoes must be worn with socks.
Coats and jackets
Worn only outside. No sweatshirts allowed in classrooms except those with Deamude logo.
Hats/Jewelry/Make-up/Hair
Hats can be worn only outside of the classrooms. The wearing of jewelry (necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings, etc.) is not permitted.
This includes friendship or ankle bracelets. Clear piercing retainers may be worn. The use of make-up and nail polish is not encouraged,
and if used, must be done tastefully and in keeping with Christian principles of modesty. Bright, gaudy, and unnatural colors in make-up
and nail polish are not allowed. Hair should be kept well groomed and should not reflect extremes, fads or radical styles.
We, the unsigned, agree to abide by the dress code. Students may not be allowed to attend regular classes until in
compliance, and citations for continual non-compliance will be issued. At teachers’ discretion, there may be a 30-day
grace period for students transferring to DACS in the middle of the school year.
______________________________
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______________________________
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